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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 1231

ON THE FOR4JYKCONOF SHOCK WA= IN SUBSONIC

SUPERSONIC vELocmms*

By F. I. FranH

mows WITH I.OCAL

In the flow about a body with large subsonic velooity if the
velocity of the a~proaohing flow is sufficiently large, regions of
100al supersonto velocities are formed about the bcdy. It is
lmown from experiment that these regions downstream of tte flow
are always bounded by shock waves; a centinuous transition of the
s&ersonic velocity to the subsonic under the conditions indioated
has never been observed.

A similar phenomenon ooours in pipes. If at two cross secticns
of the yipe the velocity is subsonic and between these seotions
regions of local supersonic velooity are formed without mnpletely ‘
ocoupying a single cross section, these degions are always bounded
by shock waves.

A theoretical explanation of this phenomeon has as yet not
been given. In 1932, the author (referenoe 1) constructed an
example of a plane parallel continous (that is, without shooks)
adlabatic flow in a ohannel containing a koal supersonic X’egiOn
in mntact with one of the walls. The attempt at the experimental
realization of this flow gave, however, a negative result (ref-
erenoe 2). Since that time, many theoretical examples have been
oonstruoted by variuus authors but not one of them has been realized
experimentally.

The opinion has @lso been.expressed that small supersonic
regions without shock waves were possible but for too l~ge
dimensions a continuous flow beoomes Impossible la view of the
superposing on eaoh other of Maoh lines of the same family.
This assumption was, however, refuted in the recent work of
A. Nikolskii and Taganov (reference 3). (See equation (2.26) end
theorem 8 in reference 3.)
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It Is shown herein that the problem of finding a continuous
flow about an arbitrary contour with local supersonic velocities
is not legitimately posed and, generally speaking, has no solution.1
The conclusions herein are based on a single hypothesis having the
oharacter of a uniqueness theorem. (See footnote 1.)

Although a contour may be given, whioh for a given velocity
at infinity may have a flow about it with supersonic velocities,
other contours exist very close to it (not only as regards the
coordinates of the corresponding points but alsq the slopes, curva-
tures, and so forth) for which the problem has ‘no solution. It
therefo?.wfollows that if, in general, there may at all be found
a steady flow about an arbitrary given contour with local supersonic
velocities then this flow must be accom~ed by shock waves.

This assumption is now mnsidered. in greater detail. Only
continuous adiabatic,irrotational study flows with oonstant entropy
and constant total energy are considered. The discussion is
restricted to the case of flow about bodies inasmuch as flows in
pipes can be analogously considered.

The considerationsare greatly simplified if it is assumed
that the profile is an oval with two axes of symmetry, these axes
being taken as the axes of coordinates. It is assumed that the
velocity of flow at infinity is less than the velocity of sound
and psrallel to the x-sxis and also that the x-axis is a streamline,

lAs is correotly remarked.by Nikolskii and Taganov, the existing
attempts to solve this problem are based on yrooesses of sucoessive
approximateions, the convergence of which have not been shown. (see,
for example, reference 6.) Taylor, who likewise tried to solve this
problem by successive approximations, showed the practioal con-
vergence of the process in the presenoe of supersonic velocities
(reference 7). Henoe, from these works there does not follow the
existence of a solution and the attempk to make use of these douti-
ful approximate solutions for deriving a certain critioal Maoh nuniber
below which the problem is solved (without shooks) is unfounded.

That the problem is not solved for arbitz%uyycontours follows
also from theorem 6 of Nikolskii and Taganov. This %heorem states
that subsonic flows without shooks with supersonic regions about a
b&y consisting of straight segments are impossible. Even in the
presenoe of the very smallest straight segments of the contour at
the supersonic region, flow without shooks is impossible.

.
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(in other words, the problemis restricted to the case of the flow
about a contour without circulation).

It is now assumed as a hypothesis that such flows nuzstbe
symmetrical not only with respect to the x-axis but also with
respect to-the y-axis. In fact, examples contradicting this
assertion are not known. IKLOWSthat are nons-trical with
respect to the y-axis are lamwn’only in the case of the presence
of shock waves.

A flow of the kind considered about the comtour S that has at
infinity the velocity U is now assumed.

Let the regions of supersonic velocities be bounded by the
arcs ABC and A’B’Cf (fig. 1). Let BD and BX be Mach llnes
ending at the point B.

Because the flows in all the four quatiants formed by the x-
and y-exes are the same, only the flow in the quadrant x <0 and
y >0 are considered. The boundary conditions for the stream
function are

(1) .$ = O on the segment - -F of the X-aXiS

(2) $ = O on the arc FH of the contour S
(3) ~/&c = O on the segment He of the y-axis
(4) The velocity at infinity is equal to U.

In order to realize these boundary conditions, the following
mechanical maiel is applied. Let the segment -c=F of the x-axis
and the arc FE of the contour be taken as rigid walls; on the
segment = of the y-axis, an infinite chain of infinitely
closely distributed pumps controlled by an autmat ic regulator
are set up. This re@ilator is to maintain the velocity at infinity
at a given level and moreover is not to p8rmit the formation of
flows on the y-axis that are paralJ_elto this axis (condition 3).

If the shape of the wall at the segment DH is changed, it
is evident that the effect of this change cannot be propagated to
the left of the Mach line DB. In the same way in this region to
the left of the Mach line DB, the effect of a change in the working
regime of the ~ps cannot be propagated to the segment HB pro-
vided they continue to maintain the velocity at the segment.- Hence}
the flow in the ~rt of the field.lying to the left of the Mach
line DE is uniquely determined on the basis of the boundary
conditions
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(1’) $. 0 on the segment -mF of the x-axis
(2’) w=O on the arc FD of the contour S
(3’) &@z = O on the segment B= of the y-axis
(4’) The velocity at infinity is equal to U.

On the basis of symetry conside~tions, this result is carried
over to the remaining three quadrants.

Henqe, the shape of the arcs Dt~ and E’GE of tk contour
S com@etely determines the flow outside the closed curve
FDBEGE‘B‘D‘F fo?med from the two arcs of the contour S and the
four Mach lines.

Inasmuch as the distributions of the velocities on the Mach
lines BD and BE in the curved quadrangle DBEXD are know
where DK and EK are the remaining two Mach lines passing through
D and E, the velocity field is entirely determined.

The arc DE of the contour; hbwever, cannot be chosen inde-
pendently of the shapes of the arcs D’FT) and E’GE. The smallest
change in it makes the solution of the given boundary problem
impossible.

Under actual conditions there always exist, of course, smsll
disturbances. Hence, the flow about the contour of the type con-
sidered of a continuous (without shocks) subsonic flow with local
supersonic velocities is in general Impossible.

Although the posing of the problem of the continuous flow
about a prescribed contour in the presence of supersonic regions
is considered invalid, it is probable that for sufficientlywide
conditions the existence and uniqueness theorems of the continous
flow hold for a profile partly given in this sense.

An exact fornmlation of the existence and uniqueness theorems
proposed is now given, removing the restriction that the flow
about the contour is symmetrical about the y-exis (fig. 2).

m the x,y-plam, let the cont~ s be @’Je% ‘hich ‘s
symmetrical abmzt the x-axis.

All adabiatic continous steady flows of a gas satisfying the
conditions are considered:

.

.

(a) At infinity, all the particles of the gas have the same
state parameters and velocity U parallel to the x-axis.

‘1
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(b) The flow is synmetricel with respect to the x-axis.

Then either one of the following yossibiliti.esholds:

(A) There exists one and only one flow determined.eve~here
outside the contour S and satisfying conditions (a) and (b).

(B) If there ts no such flow, then there exists a flow deter-
mined.outside the closed curve FDBEGE’B’D’F, where D’FD and
E’GE are arcs of the contour S and BD and BE, B’D’, and
B’E’ are pairs of Mach lines symmetrical with respect to the
x-axis; the velocity vector at the point B must form with the
x-axis an arbitrarily (within certain limits) given angle 6. The
flow

ness

must, of coursej ~atisfy the conditions (~) and (b).

On the contour S it is necessary to impose certain smooth-
conditions, which must be further specified.

In case (B), the flow continues (with the aid of the solution
of the problem of Goursat) uniquely in the region included between
the Mach lines BD and BE and correspondingly between B’D’ ati
B’E’. The flow thus passes a certain contour S coinciding with
the contour EY along the arcs D’l?D and E’GE.

The arcs DE and D’E’ of the curve S* are uniquely deter-
mined and, in general, differ from the corresponding arcs of the
contour S.

If this preceding formlated existence and uniqueness theorem
(or at least uniquenes) is proved, than in patiimar there is
proven the nonvalidity of the statement of the problem of continuous
adiabatic steady flow with local supersonic regions about a body.

If the boundary problem (B) is solved for a certain contour S*, “
then for the neighboring contour S it may easily be mapped on tk
plane of the holograph (fig. 3).

Let q be the velocity function introduced in reference 4.

Let the contour .S* correspond to the streem function W*
and tke contour S to the stre& fhnction $ = @ + 5*. The
functions W*, $, and 5* satisfy the equation .
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The lines EG
EG and DF of the
the mm? notation.
The Toints G and

and DF on figure 3 correspond to the arcs
contour S*, the corresponding ~oints having
The lines BE and BD are characteristics.
F on figure 3 are -infinitelyremoved (the

coordinates are - n/2, +=, and + fi/2, +aJ, respectively). Tk
point q. on the ~-azis corresponds to the velocity U of the
flow at infinity. The boundary conditions for 5V will then be
the following:

1. On the lines GCE and FAD

where M, N and P are functions of q depsnding on the contour
S* and f(q~ is a function depending on the d.ifference between the
centours S and S*.

2.

3.

4.

On both sides of the sequent (Tlo+-) along the ?-axis,
6*= o.

On approaching the point (O,rjo-),the function Ch# approaches
infinity.

As q+ m, the magnitude 5$ approaches sufficiently rapidly
to zero.

The close connection of this problem with the problem of
Tricomi (reference 5) 8nd other already solved problems for the
equations of the mixed elliptico-hyperbolictype speaks in favor
of the existence and uniqueness of its solution.

Translated by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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